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Abstract

Climate change could cause alpine treelines to shift in altitude or to change their

spatial pattern, but little is known about the drivers of treeline dynamics and

patterning. The position and patterns of tropical alpine treelines are generally

attributed to land use, especially burning. Species interactions, in particular

facilitation through shading, may also be important for treeline patterning and

dynamics. We studied how fire in alpine vegetation and shade dependence of trees

may affect the position and spatial pattern of tropical alpine treelines and their

response to climatic warming, using a spatial minimal model of tree growth at

treeline. Neighboring trees provided shade and protection from fire. The positive

feedback that resulted from these neighbor interactions strongly affected the

emergent treelines and always reduced the distance and speed of treeline advance

after a temperature increase. Our model demonstrated that next to fire, shade

dependence of trees can also lead to abrupt treelines and relatively low treeline

positions. This implies that these patterns do not necessarily indicate human

disturbance. Strong abruptness of a treeline may indicate that it will respond slowly

to climatic changes.

DOI: 10.1657/1523-0430(07-024)[BADER]2.0.CO;2

Introduction

Alpine treelines are largely climate dependent, so climatic

changes could cause changes in treeline altitude or spatial patterns.

Various properties of treelines make the rate and direction of such

changes difficult to predict. These include the presence of land use

and other disturbances, interactive effects of different climatic

factors, topographic complexity, slow reactions due to slow

demographic processes, and complex dynamics due to positive

feedbacks between vegetation and microclimate (Slayter and

Noble, 1992; Noble, 1993; Kupfer and Cairns, 1996; Malanson,

2001; Graumlich et al., 2004; Holtmeier and Broll, 2005). None of

these properties are well understood, not in temperate regions and

even less so in the tropics.

We will focus here on the complex dynamics that may arise

from positive feedback. Positive feedback affects not only treeline

dynamics but also the spatial pattern of the treeline ecotone

(Wilson and Agnew, 1992; Smith et al., 2003; Resler, 2006).

Existing treeline patterns include abrupt boundaries, gradual

transitions, and vegetation mosaics (Wardle, 1965; Körner, 1998;

Camarero et al., 2000). These patterns are often not related to

patterns in substrate or topography, but can be brought about by

plant interactions alone (Armand, 1992; Wilson and Agnew,

1992). Being able to interpret these patterns in terms of underlying

processes is important both for understanding treeline ecology and

for predicting the response of treelines to climatic changes

(Wiegand et al., 2006).

Simple mechanistic spatial models have an important

potential for studying the effect of local interactions on emergent

spatio-temporal patterns (Rietkerk et al., 2002). Previous treeline

models of this type have focused on coniferous species in

temperate regions (Malanson, 1997, 2001; Alftine and Malanson,

2004; Wiegand et al., 2006), and the results probably cannot be

extrapolated to tropical treelines, or even to many other temperate

treelines. For instance, in the model by Alftine and Malanson

(2004) wind and snow are important factors, while at tropical

treelines they do not play significant roles (Sarmiento, 1986). In

the model by Wiegand et al. (2006) the trees are shade intolerant,

while tropical treeline species are often shade dependent (Bader et

al., 2007b). Positive feedback has also been modeled generically as

a positive effect of neighbors on site conditions (Malanson, 1997,

2001).

Our study focuses on the vegetation dynamics and spatial

patterns of tropical alpine treelines, defined as the transition

between upper montane cloud forest and páramo, the latter in the

broad sense of tropical alpine vegetation (Hofstede et al., 2003). In

tropical mountains solar radiation can reach very high intensities

due to the high sun angle and thin atmosphere layer (Caldwell et

al., 1980). Although sunlight is a resource for plants, excess

radiation can cause a decrease of photosynthetic potential and

damage to plant tissues (Barber and Andersson, 1992; Long et al.,

1994). This photoinhibition, the negative effect of excess radiation,

is stronger at low temperatures (Ball et al., 1991; Krause, 1994;

Huner et al., 1998; Close et al., 2000), especially if there is a frost.

Frosts can occur nightly in tropical alpine areas, which are

characterized by strong diurnal, rather than seasonal, temperature

fluctuations (Sarmiento, 1986; Rundel, 1994). Tree seedlings at

several treelines, both tropical and temperate, have been found to

be shade dependent and sensitive to cold-induced photoinhibition

(Wardle, 1965, 1985; Ball et al., 1991; Germino and Smith, 1999;

Bader et al., 2007b).

Natural treelines are largely climate controlled, but natural

treelines are rare, especially in the tropics (Miehe and Miehe,

1994). Here, most areas above the actual treeline are used for

livestock grazing in combination with fire management, and these

fires commonly play an important role in the vegetation dynamics

(Hofstede et al., 1995; Suarez R. and Medina, 2001). Although fire

usually does not spread into the moist cloud forest, it can strongly

influence treeline patterns and dynamics, especially by removing
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young trees that may emerge in the páramo above the actual

treeline. Many tropical treelines may have been lowered by fire

and may continue to be influenced by it (Laegaard, 1992; Miehe

and Miehe, 1994).

We present a minimal model of tree growth at the tropical

alpine treeline, addressing the effects of shade dependence of trees

and the effects of fire in the páramo. By using a minimal modeling

approach we did not aim at completeness through the incorpo-

ration of all biological detail, nor did we aim at quantitative

predictions. Instead, we aimed at a qualitative assessment of the

type of patterns and dynamics that can emerge as a result of

positive feedback processes. In the model, solar radiation and fire

are drivers of positive feedback switches (Wilson and Agnew,

1992). Such a switch occurs when a vegetation type alters the

environmental conditions such that it favors itself relative to other

vegetation types, which can cause a sharpening of boundaries and

the emergence of stable vegetation mosaics. The model is explicitly

spatial; trees receive shade and protection from fire from

neighboring trees. The model demonstrates the effects of these

local interactions on treeline spatial patterns, dynamics, and the

response to warming.

Methods

MODEL STRUCTURE

The model represents the growth of trees in a 2-dimensional

grid. Each grid cell represents an area of about 2 3 2 m, and the

state variable of each grid cell is tree height. This simplifies trees to

square columns, which in this paper we will refer to as ‘trees.’ Tree

growth follows a logistic function and is reduced at high radiation

with low minimum temperature by reduction factor p.

dH

dt
~ p:r:H:

Hmax { H

Hmax
{ d:H ð1Þ

where t 5 time (months); H 5 tree height (m); p 5 growth

reduction factor (#1), which is a function of radiation (R)

(Equation 2); r 5 specific growth rate (month21); Hmax 5 the

maximum tree height if d 5 0 (m); and d 5 loss rate (month21).

Reduction factor p represents the fraction of the maximum

carbon assimilation (photosynthesis – respiration) that is being

reached (Fig. 1) and is calculated by a hyperbolic photosynthetic

response curve (Landsberg, 1986; Spitters, 1986), as follows:

p ~
q:R:mp

q:R z mp
{ resp ð2Þ

where mp 5 maximum photosynthesis level (0–1), which is less

than 1 under photoinhibition, as a function of radiation

(Equation 3); q 5 the quantum yield (efficiency) or initial slope

of the photosynthetic response curve (Watt21 m2); R 5 radiation

level received by the tree (Watt m22); and resp 5 respiration (0–1).

The maximum photosynthesis level (mp) decreases linearly

under high radiation levels due to photoinhibition. The following

equation is based on graphs sketched in Falowski et al. (1994) and

Huisman (1997):

mp ~ 1 {
R { Rs { rt:Tð Þ

Rm { Rs
ð3Þ

where Rs 5 radiation level at which photoinhibition starts

(Watt m22); rt 5 lowering of Rs for each degree of lower

minimum air temperature (Watt m22 uC21); T 5 minimum air

temperature (uC); and Rm 5 radiation level above which

photoinhibition is maximal (so photosynthesis is 0) (Watt m22).

Shade dependence is expressed as the relative advantage of trees in

the shade compared to trees exposed to radiation. It can be

increased by lowering the radiation tolerance of the trees by

lowering Rm, or by increasing the amount of shade provided by

neighbors.

Radiation is decreased as a function of the size of the trees in

the eight neighbor cells. For simplicity, we assume that

temperature is not affected by neighbors. The radiation strength

in the shade of neighbors is calculated using Lambert-Beer’s law:

R ~ Rext
:exp {k:

X
wij
: Hij

Hm

� �
i, j ~ {1,0,1 ð4Þ

where Rext 5 external radiation (radiation in the absence of

neighbors) (Watt m22); k 5 extinction coefficient for radiation in

the canopy (–); Hm 5 maximum tree height actually reached in the

model (, Hmax if d . 0) (m); Hij 5 height of neighbor trees (direct

and diagonal) (m); wij 5 weight factor (0–1); and i and j indicate

the positions of neighboring cells.

It is explicitly assumed that all space not occupied by trees is

occupied by tussock grass páramo and that small tree seedlings are

omnipresent in the grass layer. Dispersal limitation may occur at

real treelines (Dullinger et al., 2004), but the purpose of our model

was specifically to explore the effects of radiation and fire only.

Tree seedlings emerge from the grass layer when the conditions of

radiation and minimum temperature are more favorable than a

fixed threshold: R 2 (Rs 2 rt?T) , Re, where Re 5 radiation

threshold for seedling establishment (Watt m22). This threshold is

lower than the equilibrium threshold for tree growth based on the

model equations, i.e. seedling emergence is more sensitive to

radiation than tree growth. Trees get established with a starting

size of 0.5 m, which is the assumed height of the grass layer.

The páramo grass tussocks, which contain a high fraction of

dead standing biomass, are good fuel, and fire periodically

damages trees that have too many grass neighbors (.4). Trees

less than 2 m tall are removed completely by fire, while larger trees

are reduced by 1/H at each fire event. The model is fully

deterministic.

SIMULATIONS

The model was run on a 100*100 cell grid. Minimum

temperature decreased linearly from the bottom to the top of

the grid, while external radiation was uniform in space. This

imitates the relatively small rates of increase of radiation with

altitude compared to the lapse rate of temperature. The initial tree

FIGURE 1. Reduction factor p as a function of radiation. The
dashed line indicates the potential carbon gain if no photoinhibition
would occur, i.e. with mp = 1. The gray and the black lines indicate
the potential carbon gain with photoinhibition, whereby the gray line
shows the additional negative effect of a low minimum temperature
(210uC, versus 2uC in the black line).
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pattern was a linear gradient from 0% cover at the lowest

minimum temperature (top row of the grid) to 100% cover at the

highest minimum temperature (bottom row of the grid). The initial

pattern was identical for sets of model runs that are presented

together for comparison. As boundary conditions, we assumed

that there were no trees above the top end of the grid and a full

cover of 10-m- tall trees below the bottom end, while the left and

the right ends were connected, so that the grid was cylindrical.

The parameter values used for constants and inputs are given

in Table 1. These values were based on realistic values from

literature when possible, while others were calibrated to make the

model run within realistic bounds. The exact values of these

parameters did not affect the qualitative effects of each of the

different feedback scenarios, so they were of limited relevance to

the purpose of our study. Other parameters were varied; this

constituted the different feedback scenarios.

To study the effect of climatic warming on our modeled

treeline, we increased the minimum temperature by 3.6uC over one

year or over 100 years. The one-year scenario was added to

facilitate the interpretation of the dynamics after change; there was

no qualitative difference in the response to this abrupt change or

to the more gradual change. The 100-year scenario is in the range

of estimates for global temperature increase over the next

100 years (IPCC, 2007; Stainforth et al., 2005). The model was

run for 800 years, to allow a stabilization of the treeline before and

after the rise in temperature.

The result of the modeled interactions with neighbors is a

positive feedback: trees locally promote the establishment and

growth of trees, while páramo (or the absence of trees) locally

inhibits the survival and growth of trees and thereby promotes

páramo. The strength of this positive feedback is determined by the

relative advantage of trees neighboring other trees compared to trees

neighboring páramo. Having too many very large neighbors

constitutes a disadvantage, because light levels may become too

low (see Fig. 1). This theoretically results in negative feedback.

However, for this to play a role in the model, a small tree would have

to be surrounded on all sides by large trees. This does not occur

because, due to the positive feedback, such a tree would have grown

large before its neighbors became so large that they negatively affect

its growth. And for large trees the negative feedback only restricts

the maximum size reached, but not persistence.

We varied the strength of the positive feedback in three ways:

(1) through the amount of shade produced by trees (varying k); (2)

through the radiation tolerance of trees (varying Rm); and (3)

through the addition of fire events (every 5 years). The first two

parameters both affect the feedback loop driven by excess

radiation, while fire adds a new feedback loop (Fig. 2).

TABLE 1

Elements of the model.

Symbol Description Units Values used References

t time months variable

T minimum temperature uC ca. –10 to 2 Rundel (1994)

Rext external radiation Watt m22 1300 (var. in Fig. 2) Körner (1999)

R radiation received by tree Watt m22 variable

H tree height m variable

Hmax maximum tree height if d 5 0 m 30 personal observation

r tree growth rate m m21 month21 0.03 calibrated

d tree death rate m m21 month21 0.006 calibrated

p growth reduction factor #1 variable

q initial slope photosynthetic response curve Watt21 m2 0.02 calibrated

Resp Respiration 0–1 0.1 calibrated

Rs radiation level start of photoinhibition Watt m22 100 (800 in Fig. 3) Egerton et al. (2000)

Rm radiation level maximum photoinhibition Watt m22 2000 (var. in Fig. 3) calibrated

Re upper radiation threshold for establishment Watt m22 1300 calibrated

rt change in Rm for each degree T , 2uC Watt m22 uC21 225 calibrated

k extinction coefficient radiation in canopy — 0 to 0.8 Landsberg (1986}

w weight factor for shading from neighbors — 1 or 0.7*

* Weighted by distance: 1 for direct neighbors, 0.7 for diagonal neighbors.

FIGURE 2. Positive feedback loops present in the model.
Stopping symbols (i) indicate inhibitory effects, arrows indicate
promotory effects. The inner loop shows positive feedback mediated
by excess radiation, the outer loop shows positive feedback mediated
by fire. Trees positively influence tree growth and establishment by
providing shade, thereby lowering the intensity of solar radiation and
thereby limiting photoinhibition. In the model the presence of a tree
also implies the absence of páramo tussock grasses, so that trees
restrict fire and hence positively influence tree growth and
establishment.
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To emphasize that the temperature gradient represents a

gradient related to altitude, we refer to positions on this gradient

in terms of altitude: a lower temperature corresponds to a higher

altitude. The ‘altitudinal’ boundary zone between continuous

areas of trees (forest) and continuous areas where trees are absent

(páramo) represents the treeline. Treeline dissectedness is the

length of boundary between trees and non-trees, and includes

patchiness. Treeline abruptness is the rate of increase in tree height

along the slope at the treeline, scaled between zero and the

maximum attained tree height.

Results

Running the model on a temperature gradient resulted in the

emergence of a treeline, unless the settings for shade, radiation

tolerance, and fire frequency were such that the treeline was

situated outside the range of the gradient (Fig. 3). This was the

case, for instance, if the radiation tolerance was too low relative to

the external radiation and the strength of shade provided by

neighbors (Figs. 3k and 3l). The position, spatial pattern, and

dynamics of the treeline were strongly altered by positive feedback

and varied according to the settings for shade, radiation tolerance,

and fire.

TREELINE POSITION AND PATTERN

With increasing shade from neighbors, the treeline was

situated at higher altitudes and the spatial pattern of treeline

was less dissected (Fig. 3). If trees were less tolerant to radiation,

the treeline was situated at lower altitudes and its spatial pattern

was again less dissected. Finally, fire caused a slight depression of

treeline altitude and lower dissectedness. The effect of fire on

treeline dissectedness was especially evident at low shade levels,

where fire removed single trees and small patches (Figs. 3c and

FIGURE 3. Effects of radia-
tion tolerance, shade from neigh-
boring trees, and fire on the
position and the pattern of the
treeline. Shown are spatial pat-
terns of tree height after running
the model for 800 years. Radia-
tion tolerance decreases from the
top to the bottom row: Rm = 1900,
1700, 1500, and 1400 Wm22 (de-
creasing tolerance); Rs =
800 Wm22; Rext = 1300 Wm22.
Trees provided more shade in the
left column (k = 0.4) than in the
middle and right column (k = 0.2).
In the left and middle columns
there was no fire, while in the
right column there were fires
every 5 years. Temperature did
not change through time. The grid
size is 100 3 100 cells. The initial
pattern was exactly the same for
each run, and was a randomly
assigned linearly decreasing cover
of 10-m-high trees, from 100%

cover (bottom of grid) to 0% cover
(top of grid). Gray shades indicate
tree height, ranging from 0
(black) to 24 m (white).
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3f ). At higher shade levels treeline dissectedness was low anyway,

due to the effects of shade. The abruptness of the treeline is also

affected by fire mainly at the lowest shade levels (compare Fig. 4b

to Fig. 4a), where it makes the treeline more abrupt by removing

the smallest (single) trees.

Shade increased the abruptness of the treeline, especially

when we compared low levels of shade to no shade (Fig. 4). In line

with this, if there was shade, treelines were abrupt at all levels of

radiation tolerance (Fig. 5). At low shade levels, decreased

radiation tolerance resulted in smaller trees (Fig. 5a) and a slightly

more gradual treeline, but at higher shade levels (Fig. 5b) this

effect largely disappeared.

When the model was run without neighbor interactions (no

shade) and without fire, so without positive feedback, tree height

gradually decreased with altitude, reflecting the temperature

gradient (Figs. 4a and 7a). The patchiness of this treeline reflects

the initial pattern used for the model run and the impossibility of

new tree establishment above the externally determined threshold

altitude.

TREELINE DYNAMICS

In scenarios without warming, treeline positions moved

slowly towards an asymptote after the quick cover increase or

decrease in the period following initialization of the model

(Fig. 6). All lines in Figure 6 originate at 50% cover. In the first

time-step of the simulation (the first month), tree cover increased

rapidly in the runs with the most radiation tolerant trees (Fig. 6a)

and in those with shade (Fig. 6b), because seedlings could

establish in all locations favorable enough at that time. These

favorable locations included all open sites below the altitudinal

establishment limit plus all open sites with enough tree neighbors.

Such fast seedling establishment also caused the jump in cover at

the time of warming; at this time a number of sites suddenly

became just favorable enough for establishment.

Treeline advance after warming was also slowed down and

limited in extent by stronger shade (Figs. 6b and 7). The jump in

cover at the time of warming was especially large in the scenario

without shade, because in this scenario trees were solely dependent

FIGURE 4. The effect of shade and fire on the abruptness of the treeline transition: Tree height along a transect from the top to the
bottom of the grid after running the model for 800 years. The transect is the 50th column of the grids shown in the left columns of Figures 7a
and 8b. (a) Scenarios without fire. (b) Scenarios with fire occurring every 5 years. In both graphs the lines represent different shade levels:
no shade (k = 0), intermediate shade (k = 0.2, k = 0.4), and strong shade (k = 0.8). Note how both shade and fire increase the abruptness of
the transition.

FIGURE 5. The effect of radiation tolerance and shade on the abruptness of the treeline transition: Cross sections of tree height along
transect from the top (0) to the bottom (100) of the grid after running the model for 800 years. The transects are the 50th column of the grids
shown in the middle (a) and left (b) columns of Figure 3. (a) Scenarios with k = 0.2. (b) Scenarios with k = 0.4. In both graphs the lines
represent different radiation tolerance levels, from high (Rm = 1900 Wm22) to low (Rm = 1300 Wm22) tolerance. Other parameter settings: Rs

= 800 Wm22, and Rext = 1300 Wm22. The lowest tolerance did not allow any tree growth, only the continuous replacement of emerging
seedlings. The height decrease at the right of each graph (position 100) is due to the boundary condition: 10-m-high trees below the bottom row
of the grid. This condition did not affect treeline properties.
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on the external climate, and a rise in temperature caused a rise in

the establishment limit and subsequent quick seedling establish-

ment. If shade played a role, the treeline could be situated above

the external establishment limit, and a rise in temperature only

increased establishment in some shaded sites. After the initial

jump, cover increase was highest with light shade; without any

shade new establishments above the external limit were impossible

and further advance depended on the recovery of suppressed trees,

while stronger shade allowed the treeline to be situated at higher

altitudes even under the pre-warming conditions, and rendered it

increasingly insensitive to changes in the external temperature

gradient.

Figures 7 and 8 show the increase in tree cover (independent

of tree height) due to warming. The strange pattern of change in

Figure 7c can be explained as follows: the bottom patterned area

reflects the filling in of gaps due to a rise of the establishment limit,

the black band is where trees persisted both with and without a

rise in temperature, and the top patterned area shows trees that

persisted only if there was a rise in temperature.

Fire strongly slowed down and limited the upward shift of the

treeline after warming (compare Figs. 7 and 8). This was due to

the fact that isolated trees or small patches of trees above treeline

had been removed (burned), and due to continued burning of

seedlings emerging above the treeline. Without fire and with no or

weak shade, patches and single trees had remained, more or less

suppressed in stature, above the closed treeline (Figs. 7a and 7d).

These suppressed trees could react quickly to warming through

increased growth. Where fire had removed these isolated trees and

patches, establishment was only possible in the shaded cells just

above the existing closed treeline, and treeline advance was slower

and limited in extent.

Discussion

The position, spatial patterns, and dynamics of the treeline

were all affected by positive feedback, but the effects differed

depending on which parameters were used to strengthen the

positive feedback switch. If the switch resulted from stronger

shade, treelines were positioned at higher elevations, while if the

switch resulted from lower radiation tolerance or from fire,

treelines were positioned at lower elevations. Stronger shade or

fire made the treeline less dissected and more abrupt, while lower

radiation tolerance also made the treeline less dissected, but not

more abrupt. The advance of the treeline after a temperature

increase was always reduced in speed and extent by a stronger

positive feedback switch, whether it be brought about by stronger

shade, lower radiation tolerance, or fire.

So, the overall negative effects of lower radiation tolerance

and fire caused lower treelines and slowed down and limited

treeline advance after the temperature increase. However, the

overall positive effect of stronger shade caused higher treelines but

also slowed down and limited treeline advance. It is clear that the

observed effects on the reaction of the treeline to climate change

are not the result of an overall positive or negative effect on tree

growth, but of a positive feedback switch that stabilizes the

treeline. The strongest stabilization is achieved by the combination

of shade and fire, causing a two-factor switch (Wilson and Agnew,

1992).

For a quantitative prediction of a treeline’s response to

climatic change, a model should include several additional

processes, especially dispersal (vegetative or through seeds) and

interactions with the alpine vegetation (Malanson, 1997; Dullinger

et al., 2004). Dispersal limitation and competition from alpine

vegetation could strongly slow down forest expansion and would,

for instance, limit the fast forest cover increase observed at the

initiation of our model and after warming. However, our model

was not aimed at quantitative predictions; for such predictions a

different model structure is needed, as well as extensive field

research for obtaining realistic estimations for all parameters

(Dullinger et al., 2004). More importantly, the importance and

functioning of all relevant processes needs to be well understood,

which they are not for tropical alpine treelines, or indeed alpine

treelines in general.

The reason that a positive feedback switch limits and slows

down forest extension is that it makes trees depend more on

neighbor interaction and less on the external climate; in other

words, the treeline gets partly uncoupled from the external

climate. If feedback plays no or a small role, a treeline will be

located more or less where the external environment dictates it to

be, and under these circumstances a change in this external

environment can have a direct effect on treeline position.

However, protection by neighbors allows trees to grow where

the external environment is unsuitable for growth—in other

words, mutual facilitation allows trees to grow beyond their

FIGURE 6. Tree cover with constant and with abruptly increased temperature. Temperature change of the central cell of the grid is shown in
the bottom graphs. All are scenarios without fire. Starting cover is 50% in all cases—quick cover increase in the first year is due to quick
establishment in all sufficiently favored sites. (a) Effect of radiation tolerance, from high to low tolerance. Same runs as in the middle column
of Figure 3 (k = 0.2). (b) Effect of the shade level. Same runs as those in Figure 7. Note how both stronger shade and low radiation tolerance
decrease the reaction to temperature increase.
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‘fundamental niche’ (Bruno et al., 2003). Even if this external

environment improves by a rise in temperature, growth outside the

protection of neighbors is still impossible, so that treeline advance

is limited. In contrast, if the external environment deteriorates,

growth may still be possible within the protection of neighbors, so

treeline retreat will also be limited. Positive feedback thus buffers

the treeline against external changes and causes hysteresis: a

change from forest to páramo will occur at lower external

temperatures than a change from páramo to forest (Armand,

1985, 1992).

This hysteresis implies a strong dependence of treeline

position on its own history. In the model this was reflected in

the effect of the initial pattern of trees on the final position of the

treeline (not shown); a higher initial tree density led to treelines at

higher altitudes if positive feedback occurred. The ‘climatic’

treeline is therefore a difficult concept, and does not relate to the

actual position of existent treelines, including natural treelines.

Instead, there is an altitudinal zone, which may be several

hundreds of meters wide, where both forest and páramo are

natural vegetation types, representing alternative system states.

The existence of such alternative states implies that shifts

from one state to the other occur ‘catastrophically,’ as an

accelerated change once a threshold in external conditions is

reached or due to a disturbance (Rietkerk and van de Koppel,

1997; Scheffer et al., 2001; Scheffer and Carpenter, 2003; Rietkerk

et al., 2004). In our model such accelerated shifts did not occur,

because the threshold temperature for tree establishment without

the shade of neighbors was not reached in the warming scenarios.

The limited advance due to positive feedback can be considered as

pre-catastrophic inertness to change.

Malanson (1997, 2001) increased positive feedback in

his treeline model by increasing the positive effect of neighbors

on a compound ‘site quality.’ Similar to our results, positive

feedback resulted in more abrupt treelines (Malanson, 1997).

However, in contrast to our results, positive feedback resulted

in a quicker forest cover increase after climatic change (Malanson,

2001). This was the result of the overall positive effect of the

presence of trees. We also found that a stronger positive

effect, i.e. stronger shade, caused quicker forest cover increase,

but only at the initiation of the model runs, so starting from a

FIGURE 7. Effects of climate
change on final pattern of tree-
lines without fire and with differ-
ent levels of shade from neighbors.
Shown are spatial patterns of tree
height after running the model for
800 years. The grid size is 100 3

100 cells. The initial pattern was
exactly the same for each run, as
well as for those in Figure 8, and
was a randomly assigned linearly
decreasing cover of 10-m-high
trees, from 100% cover (bottom
of grid) to 0% cover (top of grid).
Each row of images represents a
different level of shade from
neighboring trees, which has a
positive effect on tree growth.
The left column shows the result
if the temperature gradient is
kept constant throughout the
800 years. The middle column
shows the result if temperature is
increased by 3.6uC over 100 years
(between year 300 and 400), and
the right column shows the in-
crease in tree cover (in white) due
to this increase in temperature.
The black band in Figure 7c
represents a zone where trees have
persisted both with and without
warming. In the first two columns
gray shades indicate tree height,
ranging from 0 (black) to
20 m (white).
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situation far from equilibrium. If the temperature was increased

when the treeline was in a more or less stable position, stronger

shade (positive effect) as well as lower radiation tolerance and fire

(negative effects) slowed down and limited forest extension. This

shows the importance of understanding the history and current

dynamics of a treeline in order to predict its reaction to climatic

change.

Increasing the positive effect of trees on neighbors, in our case

by increasing the amount of shade, is the easiest way of

strengthening the positive feedback switch in a model such as

ours or that of Malanson (1997, 2001). However, differences in

switch strengths between different treelines in the field will more

likely be related to the radiation tolerance of the tree species rather

than the amount of shade produced. Our results show that

stronger shade and lower radiation tolerance have opposite effects

on treeline position, though both result in a stronger switch.

Stronger shade increases the positive effect of having tree

neighbors so that patches expand and merge and the treeline will

lie above the climatic boundary for individual trees. In contrast,

lower radiation tolerance causes a lowering of the climatic

boundary for individual trees, which increases the negative effect

of having non-tree neighbors so that single trees and small patches

disappear. The effect of fire is different: a higher fire frequency

also increases the negative effect of having non-tree neighbors, but

the result is that the treeline lies below the climatic boundary for

individual trees. Therefore, a treeline that is affected by fire may

move upwards at cessation of burning, while it reacts little to a

change in climate.

Positive feedback can cause abrupt treelines, but a recent

treeline model by Wiegand et al. (2006) shows that treelines with

abrupt height transitions can emerge without positive feedback

due to certain combinations of demographic parameters. Howev-

FIGURE 8. Effects of climate
change on final pattern of tree-
lines with fire occurring every
5 years. For further details see
caption for Figure 7.
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er, the necessary parameters (seedling mortality rising rapidly with

altitude, mortality dropping rapidly with age, and little growth

inhibition) do actually imply a positive feedback: once a tree is

established it grows well and its chance of mortality drops fast,

while if no tree is established it is unlikely that it will, due to high

seedling mortality. In our model a similar effect occurs, because

seedling establishment is more sensitive to radiation than tree

growth, so once a seedling has established, a tree will be able to

grow. However, this growth is possible only if there is sufficient

shade of neighbors. So in our model, growth inhibition and

mortality are lowered by the presence of neighbors. In the

Wiegand et al. (2006) model, the reason for the low growth

inhibition and rapidly dropping mortality with age are not

specified, but are in fact positive feedbacks between tree age and

survival.

Increasing shade and decreasing radiation tolerance are

two ways of increasing the relative advantage of being shaded.

This relative advantage is also greater under high external

radiation, which indeed caused a lowering of the treeline in our

model (not shown). Consequently, slopes that receive high solar

radiation can be expected to have treelines at lower altitudes

compared to slopes that receive less radiation. Especially, slopes

that receive radiation in the early morning, when plants are still

cold from the preceding night and therefore more susceptible to

cold-induced photoinhibition, can be expected to have low

treelines. This pattern is indeed found at treelines in central

Ecuador (Bader and Ruijten, 2008).

The inhibiting effect of shade dependence and fire on treeline

advance may explain why many tropical alpine treelines are

located at altitudes below what may be the temperature limit for

trees. Many treelines may not have kept up with the climatic

warming since the late glacial. In fact, such slow advance during

the Holocene is evident from paleoecological field data from a

treeline in northern Ecuador (Di Pasquale et al., 2008), although

paleoecological data from other tropical treelines may indicate

faster treeline fluctuations (Van Der Hammen, 1974; Flenley,

1979; Wille et al., 2002).

Most tropical treelines are very abrupt boundaries (Bader et

al., 2007a). Fire is usually a common phenomenon in the alpine

vegetation, and as shown by our model it may explain the

abruptness of these treelines as well as their apparent stability.

This is in accordance with the dominant explanation for the

abruptness of treelines in tropical mountains (Laegaard, 1992;

Miehe and Miehe, 1994). However, we have shown that this

abruptness and stability can also be explained by shade

dependence of treeline forest trees. An abrupt treeline does

therefore not necessarily indicate that it is shaped by fire, but

may indicate that the tree species in the treeline forest are shade

dependent. The abruptness of a treeline can also indicate the type

of response that can be expected after climatic warming (Armand,

1985, 1992). Treelines may then be naturally inclined to shift, but

shade dependence of the trees would strongly slow down such a

shift, as would fire in the páramo. At treelines where fire plays an

important role, a cessation of páramo burning would have a far

greater effect on treeline patterns and dynamics than a rise in

temperature.
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